ECFHS Registration Sophomore Work Sheet
Class of 2020

Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) _________________________________________
Student ID # _____________________

Parent Signature ________________________________
Phone home/cell ____________________________________________

You MUST have 6 course requests.

SIGN AND RETURN TO COUNSELING

REQUIRED Courses (choose one course in each section below)

1. English (select one)
   ___ English 2 315812Y   ___ EPI English 2 885812Y   ___ Honors English 2* 315842Y
   *must meet prerequisites

2. Math (select one)
   ___ Integrated Math 1 335483Y   ___ Mathematical Modeling 335479Y   ___ Integrated Math 2 335484Y
   ___ EPI Integrated Math 2 335485Y   ___ Integrated Math 2 + 335485Y   ___ Integrated Math 3 335486Y

3. World History (select one)
   ___ World History 355413Y   ___ Honors World History 355414Y   ___ EPI World History 815413Y
   ___ AP European History 335520Y

4. Physical Education
   ___ PE 2 345802Y

5. Science (include first and second choice)
   ___ Biology 350105Y   ___ Chemistry 350205Y   ___ Physics 350507Y
   ___ AP Physics 1 350510Y

RECOMMENDED Courses for A-G College Prep

6. Elective choices:

   Language Other Than English, next level
   ___ French 1 320001Y   ___ French 2 320002Y   ___ French 3 320003Y
   ___ Spanish 1 320601Y   ___ Spanish 2 320602Y   ___ Spanish 3 320603Y

   or

   Elective Course (please include two choices)
   ___ Course Name ____________________________________________ (course code) __________
   ___ Course Name ____________________________________________ (course code) __________